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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, an evolutionary genetic algorithm is used to generate face sketch from the face description. 

Face sketch generation without face image is extremely important for the law enforcement agencies. The 

genetic algorithm is used for generating face sketch through several iterations of the algorithm. The face 

image description is captured through graphical user interface just by clicking options for each face 

features. Face features are used to extract face images and generate initial population for the genetic 

algorithm. Genetic operators such as selection, crossover and mutation are used for next generation of the 

population. The Genetic algorithm cycle is repeated until the user is satisfied with face sketch generated. 

The novelty of the paper includes face sketch generation from face image description. The result shows that 

evolutionary based technique for sketch generation produces the desired face sketch. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Face plays an important role in person identification and conveys a verity of demographic 

information like age, gender, and emotions. We can recognize a familiar person and remember 

for several years. There are several applications of automatic face recognition such face 

authentication, face movement tracking, security, and surveillance.  

 

In Investigation, witness or victim of the crime provides the description of an attacker or any 

other source of information related to crime. Witness plays a very important role to give valuable 

information regarding the crime. Sometimes the attacker face image is not available in such cases, 

an artist help is taken to generate face sketch from the description given by the witness. 

Employing artist for face sketch generation is time consuming and tedious tasks. The cognitive 

interview process is used to obtain information from a witness of the crime regarding the facial 

description of the suspect.  

 

To enable a computer to generate face sketch from the description involves an automation of 

conceptual sketching. Face composite systems were developed as alternate systems to the sketch 

artist. The face composite generation consists of a selection of the face features matching with 

target face and assembling together in the face frame. In the past several years, face composite 

systems were developed with the use of new technology for composite generation. The problem 

with face composite system is that, the limited number of the face features supported for face 

composite generation. The advanced face composite systems consist of large dataset of the facial 

features.  

 

The recent face composites are generated using evolutionary genetic algorithm [1]. The 

evolutionary algorithm generates a variety of the faces by evolving face through several 
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generations. The user (witness) selects the best matching face in the current population and new 

faces are generated through the process of face evolutions. The process stops when the generated 

faces are similar to the target face.   

 

2. RELATED WORK  
 

Face sketch generation systems developed in the past from sketch artist to the modern intelligent 

algorithm such as a genetic algorithm. The face composite systems developed using   

technological support available at the time of development of the composite systems. Due to 

technological advancement, a variety of the face composite systems developed over the period of 

the time [2]. The study of such systems presented in the following paragraphs. 

 

Xiaoou Tang and Xiaogang Wang [19] presented photo retrieval system using sketch drawing. 

Face photo recognized using sketches. Face features such as shape and texture calculated by 

eigen transformations. Hao Wang and Kangqiao Wang [6] used feature extraction and image 

based face drawing.  Hough transforms used for face component detection such as eyes and 

intensity valley information to locate the pair of iris. Xiaoou Tang and Xiaogang Wang  [20] 

described face recognition system using face sketches. A database of face photo and sketches of 

188 people is used for photo retrieval. The image of face photo and sketch represents the different 

form of the image. Photo image represented by grayscale values and texture information, while 

sketches presented only by the grayscale values. In order to match sketch with the photo, the 

photo image converted into the sketch image. i.e. a database of photo image  transformed into a 

database of sketch images. The eigenface recognition used to recognize face sketch in the 

database. 

 

Hong Chen et al. [5,8,9] attempted to generate example based composite sketching of human 

portraits. The method for drawing face composite similar to the method used by the artist used for 

drawing of the picture. Fan Yang [3] presented non-parametric generation of example based 

human facial sketch. The conditional distribution of pixels in sketch image used to generate 

sketch. Hao Wang [7] attempted to draw a face using active shape models and parametric 

morphing.  

 

Futoshi Sugimoto et al [4] presented drawing of a facial image in users mind using psychometric 

space model of the face. An image in user mind represented as psychological space model and 

image sketch considered into the different model of drawing. The genetic algorithm used to 

search image. Fuzzy reasoning is used to calculate the fitness of images generated by the genetic 

algorithm [15]. The process is repeated until the user gets satisfied or maximum number of 

generations are completed. Junji Nishino and Tomonori Kameyama [10] explained the process of 

caricature drawing using linguistic variables for the face features. Mayada F and Abdul Halim et 

al [11] described a system for facial composite generation using the genetic algorithm. The 

system consists of two step process. In step one, a database of facial part is created. In the second 

step, the genetic algorithm is used for reconstructing the facial composite image likeness to the 

facial composite image in mind of the witness. The recognition based strategy used to recognize 

the image rather than to recall the image.  Additional tools for painting, smoothing, and 

sharpening used to enhance quality of the facial image.     

 

Masashi Yamada et al [12] used the genetic algorithm to draw a logo. The picture of logo consists 

of one string and two images. Stuart Gibson et al [16] presented a facial composite system using 

an evolutionary algorithm. Global and local model for face features used for drawing face 

composite. Shape and texture for training images are derived and treated as the appearance model 

for the face. A witness is presented with virtual faces and allowed to determine likeness and 

ranking of each face by comparing with the target face. Three variants of evolutionary algorithm 
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used and their performance measured using the virtual witness. Pong C, Yuen and C H Man [13] 

performed an experiment for human face searching using the face sketch images. 

 

The literature survey for face composite generation indicates that several face composite systems 

were developed and the performance of these face composite systems was   low.  In this paper, 

we have implemented new approach for face sketch generation algorithm to generate face sketch 

from face image description.  

 

3. METHODOLOGY  
 

The face sketch is generated using the process of the evolution. The genetic algorithm evolves the 

faces through several generations. The genetic algorithm is a search and optimization technique 

based on Darwin’s principal of the “survival of the fittest”. Face sketch generation system based 

on the genetic algorithm is an advanced process of the sketch generation which evolves the face 

using genetic operators. The Genetic algorithm is described in the following sections.  

 

3.1 Genetic Algorithm 

 
Genetic Algorithms are an evolutionary procedure that finds the solution to problems using the 

mechanics of natural selection. Genetic algorithms are used in the problem where the finding 

solution is difficult, but due to the probabilistic nature these algorithms gives optimal solutions. In 

the cycle of the genetic algorithm as shown in figure 1, it starts with an initial set of random 

solutions called population. Each individual in the population is called as chromosome, 

representing the solution to the problem to solve. During each generation, the chromosomes are 

evaluated using some measure of fitness [21]. This fitness of individual solution string is used to 

create the next generation, a new chromosome are formed by three essential operations: selection, 

crossover, mutation. The process of the genetic algorithm cycle is shown in Figure 1. 

 

3.2 Genetic Operators 
 

Selection is a process in which individual strings are copied according to their objective (fitness) 

function values. Copying strings according to their fitness value uses means that strings with a 

higher fitness value will have a higher probability contributing one or more offspring in the next 

generation. The crossover is a process of merging two chromosomes from current generation to 

from two similar offspring’s. The mutation is a process of modifying a chromosome and 

occasionally one or more bits of a string are altered while the process is being performed. The 

flowchart of the genetic algorithm is shown in Figure 2 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1:  Genetic Algorithm Cycle 
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Figure 2 :  Genetic Algorithm flowchart 

 
Table 1: Face features description parameters  

 
Sr. No. Features 

1 Gender  Male  Female  

2 Age Group Child Young Old 

3 Face Shape  Ellipse Circle Oval, Square, Triangle  

4 Left Eye brow Small Normal Large 

5 Right Eyebrow Small Normal Large 

6 Left Eye Thin Medium Large 

7 Right Eye Small Normal Large 

8 Nose Small Normal Large 

9 Mouth Thin Medium Large 
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Figure 3 : Graphical user interface for face description 

 

3.3 Face Sketch Generation Algorithm  

 
The face sketch is generated using evolutionary genetic algorithm based on the facial feature 

description provided by the user. Table 1 shows the face features description and the possible 

parameter values. The graphical user interface is designed as shown in Figure 3 for capturing the 

facial parameters. The facial description entered through the GUI is used to extract  faces which 

are resemble to the feature descriptions. The faces collected from the description used as initial 

population for the genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm works on these faces is given below:    

 

Genetic algorithm for Sketch Generation  

// This algorithm generates the face composite from the face image 

// Input    : Face Image 

// Output : Face Sketch  

// Input parameters: Population Size, Crossover Rate, Mutation Rate, Max. Number of   

Generations 

 

 Procedure  

 

1.   Begin 

2.        Start Generation (t <0)      

3. Initialize Face Population (t)  

4.      While (Not Termination Condition) 

5.          begin    

6.     t <-  t+1     // Generation= Generation +1 

7.  Select p(t) from p(t-1)    // Select the parent faces from the population  

8.  Crossover p (t)   // Crossover the face to produce new faces  
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9.  Mutate p (t)   // Modify the face (genotype)   

10.  Evaluate p (t)                // Find the fitness with face with the target face    

11.               end   // End of  Generation 

12.           End                                      // End of Maximum Number of Generations 

13.   End               // End Begin   

  

 

 

Figure 4 :  Face Skecth Generation (Initial Young Population) 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Face sketch Generation (Initial Old Populations) 
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4. RESULTS  

The face sketch generation from the face features description is performed based on the 

evolutionary genetic algorithm. This system developed for automatic face sketch generation 

similar to the sketch artists.  Face sketch generation for two types of population such as young 

and old population is implemented as shown in Figure 4 for young population and Figure 5 for 

old population. The genetic algorithm parameters such as population size, crossover rate and 

mutation rate are specified for each type of the population. The population after the 20 

generations are converged and shown in Figure 6 for young population. The mean square error is 

measured for every generation and shown in Table 2 and 3. The two face datasets used for sketch 

generations [22, 23]. Figure 7 and 8 shows graph for the mean square error in each generation. 

The average mean square error is reduced in each generation. 

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

 
Figure 6:  Population after 20 generations 

 
Table 2: Final Population after 20 Generation (Young Population) 
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Figure 7:  Graph of MSE (Young Population) 

 
Table 3: Final Population after 20 Generation (Old Population) 
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Figure 8:  Graph of MSE (Old Population) 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
  

In this paper, we have performed the experiment for face sketch generation based on evolutionary 

genetic algorithm. The face is described using facial feature description such as gender, age and 

shape. The face other features such as size of left eye, right eye, left eyebrow, right eye brow, 

nose and mouth are captured through the graphical user interface as shown in Figure 3. The face 

sketch generation using face description based on genetic algorithm is novelty concept 

implemented in paper. Genetic algorithm works on the population of face and evolves through 

several generations. In each generation, the faces with higher fitness value retained and the faces 

with the lower fitness value are removed. Thus, genetic algorithm iterates through the several 

generation until the desired face is generated.  
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